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CORPORATE Clients
It is simply not possible to list all the corporate products that we are able to assist 

with. There is such a vast amount of products we can offer. We are registered sellers 
at companies such as:

1. Amrod
2. Barron

3. Captivity
4. Vic Bay

5. Trade only Gifts

For corporate gift options we do recommend to visit our main supplier website: 
www.amrod.co.za. As a visitor you will not be able to see pricing but you will be 

able to see what products are available, the QTY in stock as well as the color 
options to choose from. All you have to do is search what you have in mind and a 

list of available products will pop up. You will then send us the code of the product 
to receive a quote. 

Please note that in order to quote for any corporate products we do need to know 
the following:

1. Product name
2. QTY per product/design
3. Branding specifications

We are also able to assist with different combo packages based on budget and 
requirements for contents inside. 

Some of our big clients we got to work with includes:
1. PWC

2. BankersVAfrica
3. Old Mutual

4. Liberty
5. NG Church Vrystaat

6. Global collateral control
7. South African Reserve Bank

WE ARE EQUIPPED TO FILL OUT ANY VENDOR FORMS
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CORPORATEshowoff SHOWCASING SOME OF OUR 
PREVIOUSLY DONE WORK 
FOR VARIOUS DIFFERENT 

COMPANIES.

SARB: HOD AWARDS FUNCTION

These boxes included the following:
1. Branded travel mug 2. Small pringles

3. Angel Biscuits 4. Salted cashwes
5. Biltong 6. Hug in a mug sachets

7. Lindt chocolates.

Finished off in a brown eco tuck in box with a ribbon closure 
and wood wool for aesthetics. Delivered to the recipient’s 

addresses.

PWC: LOCKDOWN SURVIVAL KIT

These boxes included the following:
1. A branded steel vacuum insulated water bottle

2. A sanitizer kit  3. Some chocolate treats.
3. Angel Biscuits 4. Motivational quote coaster

5. A compact mirror 6. Super C candy.

The theme for these boxes were to give the 
employees a bit of a special treat whilst having to deal with 

lockdown. Finished off in a brown eco tuck in box with a 
ribbon closure and wood wool for aesthetics. Delivered to 

the recipient’s addresses.

PWC: PRE-LOCKDOWN KIT

These boxes included the following:
1.A branded coffee mug 2. Hug in a mug sachets
3. Small pringles 4. Salted cashew nuts 5. Biltong
6. Tic Tacs 7. Mini Ouma Rusks 8. Lind Chocolate

In 2020 when we were on the verge of going into lockdown, 
PWC decided to treat their employees with a snack box for 
the first suggested 21 day lockdown period. Only essentials 
were allowed to be couriered. Finished off in a brown eco 

tuck in box with a ribbon closure and wood wool for 
aesthetics. Delivered to the recipient’s addresses.

CORPORATEshow off
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FOR VARIOUS DIFFERENT 

COMPANIES.

LIBERTY: THANK SNACK YOU BOXES

These boxes included the following:
1. Branded travel mug 2. Small box of ouma rusks

3. Branded notebook 4. Hug in a mug sachets
5. Snacks inclusive of: Mini Eet sum more, Mini Oreos, a 

Tinkie, Mini Super C rolls, Mini sally williams nougat, Lindt 
balls, mini bar one chocolates, mini smarties, mini dairy 

milk slabs, a sweetie pie and a pack of mints.

These were sent to the employees to thank them for their 
hard work during the lockdown times. Finished off in a 

brown eco tuck in box with a ribbon closure and wood wool 
for aesthetics. Delivered to the recipient’s

addresses.

SARB: CHEESE SNACK BOXES

These boxes included the following:
1. JC Le Roux Champagne 2. Ferrero rocher pack of 3

3. Cheese sticks 4. Droëwors

The theme was to celebrate the team’s excellence and the 
client wanted to do something that acts as a cheese platter 

without worrying that anything might go off in transit 
Finished off in a brown eco tuck in box with a ribbon closure 

and wood wool for aesthetics. Delivered to the recipient’s 

addresses.

BIRGHTSTAR PROPERTIES: OFFICE STATIONERY

Brightstar properties gifted their employees with a custom 
printed diary and a branded two tone mug. These weren’t 
packaged in any special way. However we could definitely 

assit in packaging gifts like these as well. 

CORPORATEshow off
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showoff SHOWCASING SOME OF OUR 
PREVIOUSLY DONE WORK 
FOR VARIOUS DIFFERENT 

COMPANIES.

SARB: RETIREMENT CELEBRATION

The client wanted to present a voucher from woolies in a 
special way. Therefore we did classic black and gold 

branding which included a matte cushion shaped box with 
the voucher placed on the inside. We then tied a gold 

ribbon around with the card presenting.

These were delivered to each recipients address.

LIBERTY: YEAR END FUNCTION

The theme of the year end function was to have a virtual 
picnic with their families whilst celebrating the end of 2020.
The packaging was in the form of a branded picnic basket 

which included a range of edible and fun non-edible 
goodies. All was delivered to each recipient’s address.

This was inclusive of:
1. Blanket branded 2. Picnic basket branded 3. Croissants x4 

4. Muffins x4 5. Juice for kids x4 6. 1L orange juice
7. 1 Bottle of champagne with branded sticker

8. 1 Box of bon bons (6 inside) 9. 2x Plastic Champagne 
glasses 10. 4x Plastic juice glasses

1x Art set which includes A4 canvas and art supplies needed
11. Set of paper napkins 12. Cashew nuts and biltong

13. Pack of uno cards 14. Table Jenga

PWC: EXECUTIVE THANK YOU YEAR END GIFT

The client wanted to gift their big bosses with something 
special to thank them at the end of the year. It had to be 

very luxurious and special. 

The packaging consisted of a wooden crate and the 
branding consisted of a sparkle glitter card for backing with 

a special message on the front. 

Inside the crate it included a branded PWC folder, Coffee 
set and coffee beans, quality street box of chocolates and a 

bottle of Amarula. 

These were delivered to ech recipients address.

CORPORATEshow off
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RPP: UNIVERSITY BOXES

This was one of our largest projects. The RPP university 
boxes. The client was PWC and they opened a univeristy 

called RPP. The boxes included fully branded contents such 
as a kooshty water bottle and sleeve, highlighter, mint card 

and folder with a belly band and inside the folder there 
was a branded pen as well as notebook. The box branding 
included a program and student card on the outside and 

on the inside it had a welcome message. These boxes were 
also finished off with a ribbon and wood wool in a eco tuck 

in box. The boxes were also delivered to each student’s 
address across SA.

SARB: NSPD EVENT BOXES

These boxes included the following:
1. Branded coffee mug with hug in a mug sachets and 

nestle mini chocolates inside, finished of with cellophane 
wrap and a ribbon 2. Branded champagne bottle 3. Mini box 
of assorted bakers biscuits 4. Mini Pringles 5. Box of 6 hand 
crafted bon bons 6. Simba peanuts and raisens 7 Branded 

mousepad. 

Finished off in a brown eco tuck in box with a 
ribbon closure and wood wool for aesthetics. Delivered to 

the recipient’s addresses.

SARB: GIFT FROM THEIR NEW BOSS

The theme for these was to gift a deparment of something 
special from their new boss. The packaging was in the form 
of a cooler box which was then stacked with many different 

goodies. Each delivered to every single recipient address.

The cooler bags included:
1. Branding on the outside as well as a card on the inside 

from their new boss 2. A branded steel travel mug. 
3. Snacks which consisted of: Oreos, Pretzels, a box of lindt 

chocolates, bakers assorted mini biscuits, mints, easter 
eggs, hugg in a mug, mini marshmallows and a mini sally 

williams nougat. 

CORPORATEshow off
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SARB: PROUDLY SOUTH ARICAN NEW HOME 

The SARB wanted to create a gift to celebrate their new 
space and it had to be in the theme of proudly and purely 
South African. Packagin was done in a glass jam jar which 
included a straw. It was then wrapped in eco paper with a 
SA themed ribbon and house shaped cut card on the out-

side.

Inside the jar was: Biltong, Zoo cookies, amarula, and 
sally williams nougat

These were delivered to all the recipient’s addresses.

PWC: APPRECIATION BOXES

These boxes were just sent as a thank you gift to the 
employees of PWC. It was basic eco tuck in boxes filled with 

wood wool and the finishing was a ribbon and PWC thank 
you card. 

Inside was the following: Infused woolworths water, short 
bread, small pringles, biltong and droëwors, dried fruit, 

salted cashew nuts and a pack of 3 lindt balls. 

These were delivered to all the recipient’s addresses.

PWC: APPRECIATION BOXES TO THE EXECUTIVES

These were boxes that were sent to the executives of PWC 
to thank them for what they do for the company and the 
employees. The packaging consisted of a window tuck in 

box, finished off with a ribbon and PWC branded card with a 
message to each recipient. 

Inside the box was the following: Grapetizer, Preztels
Mini Cheese bites x3, Crackers, Cream Cheese

Sweet Chilli sauce, Grapes, Biltong
Droëwors, Romany Cream Biscuits and Whispers

These were delivered to all the recipient’s addresses.

CORPORATEshow off
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GFRAG: LUCKY PACKET THANK YOU GIFTS

This concept was to create a lucky packet theme for adults 
and in the theme of beauty and salon. The packaging 
consists off 128gsm branded gloss paper which is then 

joined together with double sided tape and then sealed and 
finished off to look like a lucky packet.

Inside the lucky packet was: Oh so heavenly mini’s which 
consisted of hand cream, body mist and a bath bomb. 

These served as thank you gifts to clients who supported 
the company.

NG CHURCH: HERITAGE DAY GIFTS 

The NG Church wanted to give back to the community but 
did not have a massive budget. So we did what we do best 
and we made it work. Small eco tuck in boxes finished off 

with an in-expensive branded belly band. 

Inside the boxes: A branded NG church mug. An option be-
tween either mini oreos x2 or lemon creams, 2 finger kit kats 

x2 and 2 hug in a mug sachets. 

Wood wool was also included for extra aesthetics.

BANKERSVAFRICA:  CELEBRATING HERRITAGE DAY PARCELS

Braai themed parcels sent out in celebration of 
South African heritage. The idea was that it looks like a 

traditional braai pakkie when it was finished. We did the 
complete plastic wrap and branded sticker to look like just 

that of a traditional braai pakkie. All resting in a polystyrene 
base. 

Inside was the following: Branded apron, Braai thongs, 
chakalaka can, 2x mini aromat spice, Simba peanuts, small 

sally williams nougat, fire lighters and matches.  

These were delivered to all the recipient’s addresses.

CORPORATEshow off
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LIBERTY: TEAM BUILDING EVENT

Liberty wanted to create interactive boxes for a team 
building event. The theme was hope and teamwork. 

The final product setup included:  1. Build a cupcake with in-
clusions to make and create a cupcake 2. Word game that 
could virtually be played together as a team 3. A bamboo 

personalised lunchbox 4. Some other snacks including: Mini 
Cheddars, mints and mini oreos and a large pringles.

Packaging included a eco box as a base to rest the 
products inside with plastic wrapping and a card to finish it 

off.

These were delivered to all the recipient’s addresses.

LIBERTY: CIRCUS THEMED YEAR END

After the year 2021 Liberty wanted to gift their employees 
something fun and colorful for their year end function. Also 

including interactive goodies which can be enjoyed 
virtually. The theme was circus and the packaging was 

in the form of a party box finished off with a personalised 
sticker and Liberty thank you card. 

Inside the boxes was the following: Face paint, beads, mini 
maracas shakers, Appletizer, crispy cream doughnut, 

mentos, twirly marshmallows, a mask, decorative bead 
stickers, feathers with glue to add to the masks and

 jumping jack popcorn. 

These were delivered to all the recipient’s addresses.

LIBERTY:  MOTIVATIONAL THANK YOU BOXES

To keep the employees going, Liberty sent them a feel good 
motivational box as a spoil and booster for the the next 

challenge.   

These boxes included: 1. Family charades 2. Build a s’more 
kit inclusive of tennis biscuits, marshmallows and chocolate 
blocks 3. Biltong and Droëwors 4. Cheese wagon weels 5. Kiri 

wrapped cream cheese 5. Sweet chillie sauce 6.Appletizer 
and a motivational card of hope. 

Finished off in a brown eco tuck in box with a branded belly 
band around and wood wool for aesthetics. Delivered to the 

recipient’s addresses.
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WILLOWRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL: INVITES

Matric farewell invites in the form of branded steri stumpies.
Different flavors with a wrapped branded invite which 

included all the needed to know info to invite the learners to 
the matric dance and knowing it won’t go to waste. 

These were custom designed and hand-wrapped to the 
exact specifications of the school.

ADERAM: EASTER CLIENT BOXES

An inexpensive method to use to show your appreciation to 
your clients celebrating different seasons of the year. These 

were mini boxes made for ADERAM. It included 5 branded 
easter eggs per box with a branded thank you card 

finishing and polka dot ribbon for the aesthetics. 

Wood wool was also included. 

GCC:  WOMEN’S DAY SPOILS FOR THE OFFICE

GCC wanted to do something special for all the ladies in the 
office, something fun and inexpensive. They still wanted to 

include the men as well and therefore we did theme 
appropriate designs and wording for both male and female.

The packaging was done in lucky packet method and inside 
the following was included: Custom branded hot chocolate 

sachets and a build a s’more set.

All wrapped and then placed inside the custom packaging 
and then sealed. 


